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An innovative and original analysis of Protestant advanced nationalists, from the early twentieth century to the end of the Irish Civil
War.
Ireland's bestselling popular historian tells the story of contemporary Ireland - controversial, authoritative and highly readable. Tim
Pat Coogan's biographies of Michael Collins and DeValera and his studies of the IRA, the Troubles and the Irish Diaspora have
transformed our understanding of contemporary Ireland, and all have been massive bestsellers. Now he has produced a major
history of Ireland in the twentieth century. Covering both South and North and dealing with cultural and social history as well as
political, this enthralling work will become the definitive single-volume account of the making of modern Ireland.
Even those who know a great deal about the Easter Rising may not know that there were temporary ceasefires in the St Stephen's
Green area, to allow the park attendants to feed the Green's ducks. Few know that the first shots of the rising were actually fired
near Portlaoise and not in Dublin or indeed that both sides issued receipts: the rebels for food, the British for handcuffs. It features
excerpts from a previously unpublished diary written by a member of the Jacob's garrison; the story of how rebel communications
(being sent in a tin can from rooftop to rooftop) were interrupted by a British crackshot sniper and many other remarkable facts. 50
Things you didn't know about 1916 is a treasure trove of trivia and information that will appeal to the avid student of 1916 as well
as the casual reader.
This book examines the well-covered subject of leadership from a unique perspective: history's vast catalogue of leadership
successes and failures. Through a collection of highly compelling case studies spanning two millennia, it looks beyond the classic
leadership parable of men in military or political crises and shows that successful leadership cannot be reduced to simplistic
formulae. Written by experts in the field and based on rigorous research, each case provides a rich and compelling account that is
accessible to a wide audience, from students to managers. Rather than serving as a vehicle for advancing a particular theory of
leadership, each case invites readers to reflect, debate and extract their own insights.
When President of the Irish Republic Michael Collins signed the Anglo-Irish Treaty in December 1921, he remarked to Lord
Birkenhead, 'I may have signed my actual death warrant.' In August 1922 during the Irish Civil War, that prophecy came true –
Collins was shot and killed by a fellow Irishman in a shocking political assassination. So ended the life of the greatest of all Irish
nationalists, but his visions and legacy lived on. This authorative and comprehensive biography presents the life of a man who
became a legend in his own lifetime, whose idealistic vigour and determination were matched only by his political realism and
supreme organisational abilities. Coogan's biography provides a fascinating insight into a great political leader, whilst vividly
portraying the political unrest in a divided Ireland, that can help to shape our understanding of Ireland's recent tumultuous sociopolitical history.
A fresh look at the key role played by Co Kerry in the Irish Civil War.
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The most charismatic figure to emerge during the struggles for the independence of Ireland was undoubtedly Michael Collins. This
remarkable biography, which draws on much hitherto unpublished material, charts the dramatic rise of the country boy who
became head of the Free State and the commander-in-chief of the army.
The Easter Rising of 1916 had a lasting effect upon Ireland, with many viewing it as a watershed in the history of modern Ireland
and concurring with Yeats that a «terrible beauty was born». Seeking to clarify the state of nationalist opinion in the period before
the Rising, Genesis of the Rising is as much an undertaking in social psychology as it is a social and political history. It strives to
debunk many longstanding theories, most significantly the turning of the tide thesis, which asserts that British blunders in the wake
of the failed Rising turned the tide in public opinion toward the course envisioned by the Rebels. Genesis of the Rising contends
that as early as 1912, with the introduction of the Third Home Rule Bill, through the start of the Great War, and right up to Easter
1916, the tide in nationalist opinion had been turning, albeit silently, and that the Rising was a catalytic force that accelerated an
already ongoing process. It reveals a dichotomy in nationalist opinion between covert views and misleading, overt opinion when it
suggests that it was the Rising and the executions that subsequently forced nationalist opinion to show its true colors. In effect, the
tide had begun to turn long before Easter 1916; and constitutional nationalism, as represented by the Third Home Rule Bill and the
Irish Parliamentary Party, was giving way to some aspect of physical-force nationalism.

For a revolutionary generation of Irishmen and Irishwomen - including suffragettes, labour activists, and nationalists imprisonment became a common experience. In the years 1912-1921, thousands were arrested and held in civil prisons
or in internment camps in Ireland and Britain. The state's intent was to repress dissent, but instead, the prisons and
camps became a focus of radical challenge to the legitimacy and durability of the status quo. Some of these prisons and
prisoners are famous: Terence MacSwiney and Thomas Ashe occupy a central position in the prison martyrology of Irish
republican culture, and Kilmainham Gaol has become one of the most popular tourist sites in Dublin. In spite of this, a
comprehensive history of political imprisonment focused on these years does not exist. In Imprisonment and the Irish,
1912-1921, William Murphy attempts to provide such a history. He seeks to detail what it was like to be a political
prisoner; how it smelled, tasted, and felt. More than that, the volume demonstrates that understanding political
imprisonment of this period is one of the keys to understanding the Irish revolution. Murphy argues that the politics of
imprisonment and the prison conflicts analysed here reflected and affected the rhythms of the revolution, and this volume
not only reconstructs and assesses the various experiences and actions of the prisoners, but those of their families,
communities, and political movements, as well as the attitudes and reactions of the state and those charged with
managing the prisoners.
Patrick Pearse, teacher, poet, and one of the executed leaders of the 1916 Rising has long been a central figure in Irish
history. The book provides a radically new interpretation of Patrick Pearse’s work in education, and examines how his
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work as a teacher became a potent political device in pre-independent Ireland. The book provides a complete account of
Pearse’s educational work at St. Enda’s school, Dublin where a number of insurgents such as William Pearse, Thomas
McDonagh and Con Colbert taught. The author draws upon the recollections of past-pupils, employees, descendants of
those who worked with Pearse, founders of schools inspired by his work - including the descendants of Thomas
McSweeny and Louis Gavan Duffy – and a vast array or primary source material to provide a comprehensive account of
life at St. Enda’s and the place of education within the ‘Irish-Ireland’ movement and the struggle for independence.
A New History of Ireland is the largest scholarly project in modern Irish history. In 9 volumes, it provides a comprehensive
new synthesis of modern scholarship on every aspect of Irish history and prehistory, from the earliest geological and
archaeological evidence, through the Middle Ages, down to the present day. Volume VI opens with a character study of
the period, followed by ten chapters of narrative history, and a study of Ireland in 1914. It includes further chapters on the
economy, literature, the Irish language, music, arts, education, administration and the public service, and emigration.
The story of the Hales family from Bandon epitomises the whole revolutionary period in Ireland. They were involved from
the establishment of the Irish Volunteers in West Cork and were closely associated with well-known revolutionary figures,
including Michael Collins, Tom Barry and Liam Deasy. Both Seán and Tom were company commanders in the IRA in the
area. The signing of the Anglo-Irish Treaty in December 1921 split the family and led to the two brothers taking opposing
sides in the Civil War that would follow. Tom Hales was the most senior Republican officer on the scene of the chaotic
ambush at Béal na mBláth that led to the shooting of Michael Collins. Seán Hales was himself assassinated in Dublin by
Republicans, following a vote in Dáil Éireann to allow the Provisional Government to increase its powers to penalise
Republican prisoners.The story of these brothers and the rest of the family gives a unique insight into life in Ireland in this
tumultuous period.
‘It was the most providential escape yet. It will probably have the effect of making them think that I am even more
mysterious than they believe me to be, and that is saying a good deal.’ Michael Collins knew the power of his persona,
and capitalised on what people wanted to believe. The image we have of him comes filtered through a sensational lens,
exaggerated out of all proportion. We see what we have come to expect: ‘the man who won the war’, the centre of a
web of intelligence that ‘brought the British Empire to its knees’. He comes to us as a mixture of truth and lies,
propaganda and misunderstanding. The willingness to see him as the sum of the Irish revolution, and in turn reduce him
to a caricature of his many parts, clouds our view of both the man and the revolution. Drawing on archives in Ireland,
Britain and the United States, the authors question our traditional assumptions about Collins. Was he the man of his age,
or was he just luckier, more brazen, more written about and more photographed than the rest? Despite the pictures of
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him in uniform during the last weeks of his life, Collins saw very little of the actual fight. He was chiefly an organiser and a
strategist. Should we remember him as a master of the mundane rather than the romantic figure of the blockbuster film?
The eight thematic, highly illustrated chapters scrutinise different aspects of Collins’ life: origins, work, war, politics,
celebrity, beliefs, death and afterlives. Approaching him through the eyes of contemporaries and historians, friends and
enemies, this provocative book reveals new insights, challenging what we think we know about him and, in turn, what we
think we know about the Irish revolution.
The first in-depth account of the evolution of the Irish Republican strategy. This new, updated paperback edition is
essential reading for anyone who wants to disentangle the complex issues and motives behind IRA violence.
Who are the Celts, and what does it mean to be Celtic? In this book, Caoimhín De Barra focuses on nationalists in
Ireland and Wales between 1860 and 1925, a time period when people in these countries came to identify themselves as
Celts. De Barra chooses to examine Ireland and Wales because, of the six so-called Celtic nations, these two were the
furthest apart in terms of their linguistic, religious, and socioeconomic differences. The Coming of the Celts, AD 1860 is
divided into three parts. The first concentrates on the emergence of a sense of Celtic identity and the ways in which
political and cultural nationalists in both countries borrowed ideas from one another in promoting this sense of identity.
The second part follows the efforts to create a more formal relationship between the Celtic countries through the PanCeltic movement; the subsequent successes and failures of this movement in Ireland and Wales are compared and
contrasted. Finally, the book discusses the public juxtaposition of Welsh and Irish nationalisms during the Irish
Revolution. De Barra’s is the first book to critique what “Celtic” has meant historically, and it will appeal to the reader
who wants to learn more about the modern political and cultural connections between Ireland and Wales, as well as
scholars and students in the fields of modern Irish and Welsh history. It will also be of interest to professional historians
working in the field of “Four Nations” history, which places an emphasis on understanding the relationships and
connections between the four nations of Britain and Ireland.
In the early twentieth century, publicly staged productions of significant historical, political, and religious events became
increasingly popular—and increasingly grand—in Ireland. These public pageants, a sort of precursor to today’s opening
ceremonies at the Olympic games, mobilized huge numbers of citizens to present elaborately staged versions of Irish
identity based on both history and myth. Complete with marching bands, costumes, fireworks, and mock battles, these
spectacles were suffused with political and national significance. Dean explores the historical significance of these
pageants, explaining how their popularity correlated to political or religious imperatives in twentieth-century Ireland. She
uncovers unpublished archival findings to present scripts, programs, and articles covering these events. The book also
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includes over thirty photographs of pageants, program covers, and detailed designs for costumes to convey the grandeur
of the historical pageants at the beginning of the century and their decline in production standards in the 1970s and
1980s. Tracing the Irish historical pageant phenomenon through the twentieth century, Dean presents a nation
contending with the violence and political upheaval of the present by reimagining the past.
Revolutionary Ireland, 1912-25 analyses the main events in Ireland from the initial crisis over the Third Home Rule Bill in 1912 to the
consolidation of partition Ulster with the settling of the boundary issue in 1925. Written with particular reference to the needs of students in
further and higher education, each chapter contains an easy to follow narrative, guides to key reading on the topic, sample essay and
examination questions and links to web resources. The main text is supported by an appendix of contemporary sources and a range of
additional information including a chronology of significant events, maps, a glossary of key terms and an extensive bibliography. This
comprehensive text will allow students to get to grips with this turbulent and fascinating period of modern Irish history.
States around the world imprison people for their beliefs or politically-motivated actions. Oppositional movements of all stripes celebrate their
comrades behind bars. Yet they are more than symbols of repression and human rights. Dance in Chains examines the experiences of
political prisoners themselves in order to understand who they are, what they do, and why it matters. This is the first book to trace the history
of modern political imprisonment from its origins in the mid-nineteenth century. The letters, diaries, and memoirs of political prisoners, as well
as the records of regime policies, relate the contest in the prison cell to political conflicts between regime and opposition. Padraic Kenney
draws on examples from regimes ranging from communist and fascist to colonial and democratic, including Ireland, the United Kingdom,
Poland, and South Africa. They include the Fenian Brotherhood, imprisoned in England and Ireland in the 1860s, and their successors during
the Irish War of Independence and the Northern Ireland Troubles; Afrikaaners suspected of treason during the Boer War; socialists fighting
for Polish freedom in the Russian Empire, and then Communists denouncing "bourgeois" rule in newly-independent Poland; the opponents of
apartheid South Africa and stalinist Poland; and those imprisoned by the United States in Guantanamo Bay detention camp today. Some
prisons are well-known; in others, inmates suffered in obscurity. Through self-organization, education, and actions ranging from solitary noncooperation to mass hunger strikes, these prisoners transform their incarceration and counter states' efforts to control them. While
considering the international movements that have sought to publicize the plight of political prisoners, Dance in Chains examines the actions
of the prisoners themselves to find universal answers to questions about the meaning and purpose of their imprisonment.
A biography and analysis of the influential Irish political and military leader. At his death in 2013, Ruairí Ó Brádaigh remained a divisive and
influential figure in Irish politics and the Irish Republican movement. He was the first person to serve as chief of staff of the Irish Republican
Army, as president of the political party Sinn Féin, and to have been elected, as an abstentionist, to the Dublin parliament. He was a
prominent, uncompromising, and articulate spokesperson of those Irish Republicans who questioned the peace process in Northern Ireland.
His concern was rooted in his analysis of Irish history and his belief that the peace process would not achieve peace. He believed that it
would support the continued partition of Ireland and result in continued, inevitable, conflict. The child of Irish Republican veterans, Ó Brádaigh
led IRA raids, was arrested and interned, escaped and lived “on the run,” and even spent a period on a hunger strike. Because he was an
effective spokesman for the Irish Republican cause, he was at different times excluded from Northern Ireland, Britain, the United States, and
Canada. He was also a key figure in the secret negotiation of a bilateral IRA-British truce in the mid-1970s. In a brief afterword for this new
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edition, author Robert W. White addresses Ó Brádaigh’s continuing influence on the Irish Republican Movement, including the ongoing
“dissident” campaign. Whether for good or bad, this ongoing dissident activity is a part of Ruairí Ó Brádaigh’s enduring legacy. “A tour de
force. Indispensable for all Irish studies collections. . . . Essential.” —Choice
This is the most wide-ranging study ever published of political violence and the punishment of Irish political offenders from 1848 to the
founding of the Irish Free State in 1922. Those who chose violence to advance their Irish nationalist beliefs ranged from gentlemen
revolutionaries to those who openly embraced terrorism or even full-scale guerilla war. Seán McConville provides a comprehensive survey of
Irish revolutionary struggle, matching chapters on punishment of offenders with descriptions and analysis of their campaigns. Government's
response to political violence was determined by a number of factors, including not only the nature of the offences but also interest and
support from the United States and Australia, as well as current objectives of Irish policy.
A collection of essays, the contributors to this volume describe the experiences of Irish migrants who moved to Wales. The essays also
examine in depth the social and cultural impact the Irish immigrants made on the country.
This book is intended for scholars and students of Irish history and politics, especially those interested in the I.R.A. Military historians and
social scientists interested in revolutionary and terrorist activities, especially guerilla warfare.
Along with his close comrades Michael Collins and Eamon de Valera, Harry Boland (1887-1922) was probably the most influential Irish
revolutionary between 1917 and 1922. His sway extended to almost every aspect of republican activity. Already prominent as a hurler before
1916, he was convicted and imprisoned after an energetic Easter Week. He subsequently became Honorary Secretary of Sinn Fein, T.D. for
South Roscommon in the First Dail, President of the Irish Republican Brotherhood's Supreme Council, and a republican envoy in the United
States between May 1919 and December 1921. He broke with Collins over the Treaty, but became the chief intermediary between the
factions. Early in the Civil War, however, he was killed by National army officers in the Grand Hotel, Skerries. Boland's influence was the
product of charm, gregariousness, wit, and ruthlessness. After his rebel father's early death, Boland's mother raised him in a spirit of
intransigent hostility to Britain. Yet he was also stylish, cosmopolitan, and humane. His celebrated contest with Collins for the love of Kitty
Kiernan is perhaps the most intriguing of all Irish political romances. Attractive yet elusive, his personality helped shape the Irish revolution.
David Fitzpatrick's biography draws upon documents in Irish, British, and American archives, including his American diaries and thousands of
letters to, from, and about Boland. Extensive use has been made of family papers and de Valera's vast archive on the Irish campaign in
America. These and other recently released documents illuminate the inner workings of Irish republicanism, and the critical importance of
brotherhood in the revolution. As an old-fashioned republican and advocate of 'physical force', Boland is still venerated as a martyr by
revolutionary republicans. Yet, in his conduct, he practised the ambiguities associated with Sinn Fein in today's Northern Ireland. Doctrine
was subordinated to the twin quests for republican unity and political supremacy, entailing reiterated compromise, systematic duplicity, and
mastery of propagandist techniques. If his outlook seems archaic, his practice was astonishingly modern. Harry Boland was a forerunner for
Adams and McGuinness. -- Publisher description.
The decade between the labour conflict (the ‘Lockout’) of 1913 and the end of the Civil War in 1923 was one of seismic upheaval. How the
GAA – a major sporting and national body – both influenced and was influenced by this upheaval is a rich and multifaceted story. Leading
writers in the field of modern Irish history and the history of sport explore the impact on ‘ordinary’ life of major events. They examine the
effect of the First World War, the 1916 Rising and its aftermath, the emergence of nationalist Sinn Féin and its triumph over the Irish
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Parliamentary Party, as well as the War of Independence (1919–21) and the bitter Civil War (1922–23). This is an original and engrossing
perspective through the lens of a sporting organisation. Contributors: Eoghan Corry, Mike Cronin, Paul Darby, Páraic Duffy, Diarmaid Ferriter,
Dónal McAnallen, James McConnel, Richard McElligott, Cormac Moore, Seán Moran, Ross O’Carroll, Gearóid Ó Tuathaigh, Mark Reynolds,
Paul Rouse
FrongochUniversity of RevolutionFrongochThe University of RevolutionWith the Irish in FrongochMercier Press Ltd
This history of Ireland is inextricably linked with our relationship with the land. In this book, based on extensive research and investigation, the
authors examine some of the key figures in Irish agrarian agitation and change.Looking at the Land League, the Knights of the Plough, the
perception and reality of the Irish Landlords, this is an important book which makes a significant contribution to our understanding of the
nature of the ‘land question’ in Irish history.
A study of Irish advertising's cultural, literary and ideological resonance in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
"The Irish War of Independence, January 1919 to July 1921, constituted the final stages of the Irish revolution. It went hand in hand with the
collapse of British administration in Ireland. The military conflict consisted of sporadic, localised but vicious guerrilla fighting that was
paralleled by the efforts of the Dail Government to achieve an independent Irish Republic and the partitioning of the country by the
Government of Ireland Act."--Book jacket.
This book provides the first complete account of Patrick Pearse's educational work at St. Enda's and St. Ita's schools (Dublin). Extensive use
of first-hand accounts reveals Pearse as a humane, energetic teacher and a forward-looking and innovative educational thinker. Between
1903 and 1916 Pearse developed a new concept of schooling as an agency of radical pedagogical and social reform, later echoed by school
founders such as Bertrand Russell. This placed him firmly within the tradition of radical educational thought as articulated by Paulo Freire and
Henry Giroux. The book examines the tension between Pearse's work and his increasingly public profile as an advocate of physical force
separatism and, by employing previously unknown accounts, questions the perception that he influenced his students to become active
supporters of militant separatism. The book describes the later history of St. Enda's, revealing the ambivalence of post-independence
administrations, and shows how Pearse's work, which has long been neglected by historians, has had a direct influence on a later generation
of school founders up to the present.
The story of the 1916 Easter Rising and its aftermath from a new persepective The Abbey Theatre played a leading role in the politicisation of
the revolutionary generation that won Irish freedom, but comparatively little is known about the men and women who formed the lifeblood of
the institution: those whose radical politics drove them to fight in the 1916 Rising. Drawing on a huge range of previously unpublished
material, The Abbey Rebels of 1916 explores the experiences, hopes and dreams of these remarkable but largely forgotten individuals: Máire
Nic Shiubhlaigh, the Abbey’s first leading lady; Peadar Kearney, author of the national anthem; feminist Helena Molony, the first female
political prisoner of her generation; Seán Connolly, the first rebel to die in the Rising; carpenter Barney Murphy; usherette Ellen Bushell; and
Hollywood star Arthur Shields. Invigorating and provocative, this is the story of how, in the years following the Easter Rising, the radical ideals
that inspired their revolution were gradually supplanted by a conservative vision of the nation Ireland would become. Lavishly illustrated with
200 documents and images, it provides a fresh and compelling account of the Rising and its aftermath.
For eight months following the Easter Rising over 1,800 Irish rebels were imprisoned in Frongoch, a former whiskey distillery in North Wales.
It soon became a University of Revolution and among its notable alumni were Michael Collins and Richard Mulcahy. By December 1916 all
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the Irish prisoners had been repatriated and the camp was closed. Frongoch had initially held German prisoners-of-war but became much
more high profile when the Irish rebels were interned there. Most of them were interned without any trial or chance to defend themselves, and
many who had not been initially supportive of the rebel cause were converted during their internment. This contemporary account of life in the
camp was an important part of the propaganda to win support for the nationalist cause in the lead-up to the War of Independence.
A holistic, all-Ireland history of the causes, course, and consequences of the partition of Ireland between 1918 and 1925.

This is the story of Mayo men and women active during the War of Independence and the Civil War, a story largely untold or
forgotten. Throughout, there is an attempt at real insight into the lives of participants. The establishment and acceptance of the
Garda Síochána and how Mayo adapted to peace while hundreds of Mayo men and women were still imprisoned is explored. The
myth that little or nothing happened in Mayo during these troubled times is dispelled forever. • First factual account of War of
Independence and Civil War in Mayo • This book is explosive (Taoiseach Enda Kenny, at the launch of the book) •
This book critically investigates the relationship between the Irish language and politics through a survey of individuals and
movements associated with the language. This approach takes into account competing socialist and nationalist perspectives on
language and society to demonstrate the different motivations for and class interest in Irish. The increasing power of the global
market has the negative effect of reducing the well-being and autonomy of national populations. The study examines the decline of
the Irish language as part of a global neo-liberal system that homogenises markets by reducing national and linguistic boundaries.
It is argued that the struggle for rights is transformational and that the struggle for language rights by individuals and communities
is an essential part of this transformation.
In 'Pathway to Rebellion' Willie Henry traces the origins of the rebellion of 1916 in Co. Galway back over a century. He argues that
the country's rebellious past encouraged the Galway Volunteers to take a stand during the Rising, when many other parts of the
country failed to do so. While Galway's people did not make the same blood sacrifice as Dublin, they were not lacking in courage.
Many of the men were without arms, while others only had pikes. Nevertheless, they were prepared to fight, although aware that
their rebellious actions could mean death in battle or before a firing squad. Despite this they stood by their convictions and showed
unquestionable commitment to the idea of a free Ireland. Following the Rising those who were captured were assaulted, subjected
to verbal abuse by the public and their captors, and condemned to imprisonment. Some managed to evade capture, but were
forced to go on the run. However, in the aftermath of the leaders' executions, public opinion changed dramatically and the traitors
of yesterday were suddenly the heroes of today. The homecoming of those who were imprisoned was in total contrast to their
departure. The entire story of Galway in 1916 is in this book, making it the definitive story of the rebellion in the west.
Michael Collins is often thought of as Ireland's lost leader: a man born into a revolutionary environment who became a skilled
statesman and military leader. This book looks in at Collins' key role in the Anglo Irish War using primary sources which have not
previously been available.
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